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PREFACE
Each year it becomes more apparent that refined judgment
on the part of the professional nurse is required to meet
the health needs of patients, and basic to meeting these
needs is an understanding of the what and why of the nurs
ing action she elects to carry out. Fluid therapy is one
area in which nursing judgment is required. It is also
one area in which every nurse has a unique opportunity to:
make a contribution to patient welfare.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
For many years the phrases "Force fluid", "Increase fluid intake",
and "Drink plenty of fluid", often used interchangeably, have been rec
ognized as therapeutic advice in relation to maintenance of health,
treatment of disease, and prevention of complications.
Literature shows an increasing concern for the beneficial and
harmful limits of fluid in health and disease states. Talbot, Richie and
Crawford stated;
There is a physiologic minimal requirement, or floor, which
represents the lowest rate of intake required to balance out
put and hence prevent deficits when conservation forces are
acting maximally. There is a physiologic maximal tolerance,
or ceiling, which represents the largest amount of water that
can be taken and eliminated per unit of time without seriously
disturbing body composition. Rates of intake and output fall
ing between these two extremes lie in what may be called the
effective or safe working range of homeostatic function.^
Although it is known that "definite amounts of water are essen-
tial to maintain the fluid balance of the body," a review of both medi
cal and nursing literature reveals no universally accepted formula or
criterion to use as a guide in directing the fluid intake of individuals.
"Too often the only guide she [the nurse] has to the patient's intake
O
is the simple yet inadequate order 'Force fluids'." Interpretation of
Nathan Talbot, Robert Richie, and John Crawford, Metabolic
Homeostasis (Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1959), p. 10.
^Madelyn Nordmark and Ann Rohweder, Science Principles Applied to
Nursing (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1959), p. 86.
^Robert Elman, "Fluid Balance from the Nurse's Point of View,"
The American Journal of Nursing, 49:222, April, 1949.
the order "Force fluids" seems relative to the individual making the
interpretation.
Although much of the rationale in support of various theories of
fluid balance is based on scientific research, much is based on empirical
observations. Fluid therapy, in concept and practice, is a problem and
challenge" equally shared by physicians and nurses in the medical and
nursing management of patients.
I. THE PROBLEM OF THE STUDY
When the words "Force fluids" appear as a prescription on the
physician's order sheet of a patient's chart, it is incumbent upon the
nurse to transfer that order into action and instruction. She must in
terpret the prescription and initiate the therapy in such a way that (1)
the needs of the patient are considered,^ (2) the patient and personnel
contributing to his care have an understanding of the objectives and
rationale of the therapy, and (3) uniformity and continuity in carry
ing out the planned therapy is achieved and maintained.^
Need for the Study
For some time the writer has been interested in the expression
"nursing judgment", a phrase frequently heard in nursing services in
^Faye Abdellah and others. Patient-centered Approaches to Nursing,
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1961), p. v.
^Elman, loc. cit.
^Bertha Harmer and Virginia Henderson, Textbook of the Principles
and Practice of Nursing (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1960), p. 106.
^Ibid.
support of a nurse's action in the work situation.
This interest led to a review of patients' charts in an attempt
to find out if individual judgment was required to fulfill any medical
prescriptions in terms of quantity, time, or temperature measures. It
was felt that the order "Force fluids" was representative of at least
one of these prescriptions.
The question then arose as to how many ways this order might be
interpreted by different individuals responsible for carrying it out.
Because no investigative studies which focused upon nurses' interpreta
tion of this order were found in a review of literature, this study was
undertaken.
Statement of the Problem
The problem of this study was to explore nurses' interpretation
of the order "Force fluids".
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to survey nurses on the medical
units of one hospital in order to (1) ascertain their interpretation of
a minimum and maximum amount of fluid in the order "Force fluids", and
(2) determine criteria most used by these nurses to identify the fluid
quantities.
Assumptions
In this study, the following assumptions were made:
I. The order "Force fluids" refers only to the oral route of
fluid administration.
II. Both minimum and maximum amounts of fluid are implied in all
"Force fluid" orders.
XII. Nursfis utilize data recorded on patients' charts to assist
them in interpreting the order "Force fluids".
Scope and Limitations
The scope of this study was limited to (1) thirty-two nurses cur
rently employed full time in nursing practice on four medical units of a
selected general, private, teaching hospital, and (2) four hospitalized
patient case examples of "Force fluid" therapy.
It was felt that the number of nurses selected and patient case
examples cited were an adequate representative sampling for this hospital.
No attempt was made to control any variables within the selected
nurse population.
II. DEFINITION OF TERMS
Fluid
Throughout this study, the term fluid was interpreted as meaning
orally consumed liquids including water.
Nurse
Nurse was interpreted as meaning that individual who, by Califor-,
nia law, is licensed to practice nursing as a Registered Nurse.
III. METHODOLOGY
Literature was reviewed in the areas of basic human physiology,
fluid metabolism, and the use of fluids in the treatment of pathological
conditions.
The descriptive survey method of research was chosen for this
study. A questionnaire, the research tool, was developed to obtain in
formation concerning the interpretation of the order "Force fluids" by
nurses on four medical units of one hospital.
Permission to conduct this study in the selected hospital was
granted by the Director of Nursing.
A pilot study was done to evaluate the clarity of the directions
and questions and the effectiveness of the coding system of the research
tool.
The revised questionnaire was distributed to the nurses partici
pating in this study.
Data were collected, analyzed and interpreted. Conclusions were
drawn and recommendations offered.
IV. SUMMARY
This is a study of nurses' interpretation of the order "Force
fluids". The purpose of the study was to survey nurses on the medical
units of one hospital in order to (1) ascertain their interpretation of
a minimum and maximum amount of fluid in the order "Force fluids", and
(2) determine criteria most used by them to identify these fluid quanti-
The descriptive survey method of research was limited to thirty-
two nurses on four medical units of a private, general, teaching hos
pital. The research tool, a questionnaire, was used to gather appropri
ate data.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
"To facilitate the maintenance of fluid and electrolyte balance"
8
has been identified as one of twenty-one nursing problems. In spite of
this, there is a sparcity of information on this subject in nursing lit
erature and the lack of nursing research in this field is evident.
Medical literature on fluid and electrolyte balance is so volu
minous that "comprehensive treatment of the literature in this field is
9
now impossible except through a multi-author book".
From the wealth of medical information on the topic of fluid
balance in health and disease, sufficient coverage was done to gain a
basic understanding of the concepts, principles and problems that form
the underlying basis for this study.
I. INTRODUCTION
The historical background of body fluid physiology can be traced
to the writings of the alchemists. Their studies concerning the chemis
try of living and non-living substances formed the nucleus of biochemis
try and it is upon this foundation that investigations of the physiology
10
of body fluids are based.
Parenteral fluid administration was pioneered by 0'Shaughnessy
Abdellah, 0£. cit., p. 16.
^D. A. K. Black, Essentials of Fluid Balance (second edition;
Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1960), p. ix.
^^illiam J. E. Jessop, Fearon's Introduction to Biochemistry
(fourth edition; New York: Academic Press, 1961), pp. 1-2.
and Latta in 1832 and biochemical analysis of body fluids were begun by
Schmidt and Bidder in 1860.^^ This was considered the early period for
body fluid investigations.
In 1859, a year mentioned many times throughout the literature on
fluid balance, Claude Bernard introduced his concept of the internal en
vironment of cells and stressed the importance of keeping this environ-
12,13
ment constant for maintenance of life.
Recognition has been given Charles Darwin for beginning the clini
cal concept of water and salt metabolism with his thesis on the external
environment of cells and the impact of this environment on an organism's
14
behavior and nature.
During the latter part of the nineteenth century, studies were
conducted regarding the chemical and physiological forces affecting the
exchange between the internal and external cell environments and the
body's method of maintaining a state of balance. Starling and Cannon
found that (1) volume and composition of the extracellular fluid were
important for survival and (2) a stable internal and external environ
ment were governed by physiologically controlled processes, or dynamic
Carl Moyer, Fluid Balance, A Clinical Manual (Chicago: The
Year Book Publishers, Inc., 1952), p. 14.
Russell Elkinton, and T. S. Danowski, The Body Fluids (Balti
more: The Williams and Wilkins Company, 1955), p. 5.
^^John Bland, Clinical Metabolism of Body Water and Electrolytes
(Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1963), p. viii.
Ibid.
equilibriums. These were major contributions toward understand
ing the body's ability to maintain a steady state through suitable ad
justments .
Attention during the early part of the twentieth century was
focused upon clinical applications of the theories and concepts of the
past. Peters felt the need to review and test hypothesis of studies
which had been conducted in the laboratory by chemists and biochemists.
He attempted to apply the hypotheses to clinical situations and problems
and found this to be a difficult and slow process because the original
investigations were published in the language of the chemist and bio-
18
chemist and not in the language of the physician or clinician.
In recent years, increased knowledge in the fields of physiology,
chemistry and physics has given impetus to clinical investigations of
fluid metabolism. In 1955 Elkinton said:
. . . It would appear that we are on the threshold of a
tremendous advance in knowledge of the fundamental processes
of body fluid dynamics and in the application of that knowl
edge to the diagnosis and treatment of sick people.
In 1964 Moll and Daugherty stated:
Of the advances made in medical practice in the past 20
years, none have been more important that those made in the
field of fluid and electrolyte therapy. The major advance
has been one of education. Whereas a working knowledge of
Ibid.
Talbot, op. cit., p. IX.
^^Maurice B. Strauss, Body Water in Man (Boston: Little, Brown
and Company, 1957), p. 3.
^^John Peters, Body Water (Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1935),
pp. vii-viii.
19
Elkinton, 0£. cit., p. ix.
the subject was formerly possessed only by the relatively few
who had special biochemical interests, some knowledge of fluid
and electrolyte problems now is possessed by all physicians
and a great deal of knowledge by many.
While pride in accomplishment is justified, it is permissible
only if one recognizes that no more tha^^a beginning has been
made in our understanding of the field.
To the uninitiated it might seem that a "workable knowledge of the
O 1
body fluid was slow in coming," however it must be remembered that those
who pioneered in the field of fluid balance and body fluid physiology did
not have the modern technical equipment that is available today nor an
understanding of the communication skills that are necessary to transmit
knowledge rapidly and accurately.
II. ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY OF BODY FLUIDS
The internal environment of the body may be thought of as having
volume, position, composition and unique functions.
Volume and Position
The internal body environment has been divided into areas: (1)
the inner sphere which is the intracellular space and contains 35,000
cubic centimeters of fluid, (2) the outer space or extracellular sphere
which contains 17,000 cubic centimeters of fluid, and (3) the space be
tween these spheres which contains interstitial fluid with a volume of
10,000 cubic centimeters and whole blood with a volume of 7,000 cubic
^^Solomon Estren (translator and editor), Thannhauser's Textbook
of Metabolism and Metabolic Disorders (second edition; Vol. II, New
York: Grune and Stratton, 1964), p. 893.
^^William Snively, Within (Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott,
1960), p. 141.
centimeters.
The volume of total body water varies. It is related to sex and
fat content of the body. Moyer stated that it is between fifty and
23
seventy per cent of the body weight, and Goldberger outlined it as
forty-three per cent for an obese man, forty-four per cent for an obese




The intracellular fluid is composed mostly of protoplasm which
contains potassium and magnesium salts and protein. Blood contains red
cells, sodium chloride and bicarbonate and plasma proteins. The inter
stitial fluid contains sodium chloride, bicarbonate and almost no pro
tein.
Snively wrote that
Since the cellular fluid is divided among the billions of
cells of the body it is not readily available for examination
.  . . physicians focus their chief attention upon this portion
[extracellular fluid] of the body fluj^ in their studies of
imbalances of water and electrolytes.
Movement
The direction of movement of fluid between the internal and
Elman, loc. cit.
23Moyer, o£. cit., p. 25.
0 /
Emanuel Goldberger, Water, Electrolyte and Acid-Base Syndromes
(Philadelphia: Lea and Febiger, 1962), p. 22.
Elman, loc. cit.
^^Snively, 0£. cit., p. 13.
external environment cannot be fully explained. Many authors will pref
ace their explanation of fluid movement by such a statement.
Harmer and Henderson explained body fluid movement as:
The ability of the body to maintain a fairly fixed percent
age of its weight as water depends upon the osmotic pressures
of the intracellular and extracellular fluids. This in turn
depends upon the protein molecules within the cells that tend
to hold water within the cell membrane, upon the salts and
electrolytes, and upon the water molecules in the fluids in
side and outside the cells that regulate the passage of liq
uids, mainly, and solids across the membrane.^'
With simplicity. Wolf said ". .. the body scarcely recognizes
anatomical boundaries--it diffuses, percolates, and otherwise migrates
about the body."
Function
Throughout the literature there is a recognized need to synthesize
and simplify that which has been written on fluid and electrolyte bal
ance. McClain and Gragg did this when they outlined the functions of
water in the body as follows:
Water serves as a lubricant between surfaces of body or
gans, . . . as an ionizing agent and by virtue of this proper
ty, controls the distribution of fluids and solutes within and
without the cell membrane. Water also is the vehicle that
transports food materials, internal secretions, and waste prod
ucts from their sources to the point where they are disposed
of by the cells.
Water is also essential to some of the special senses:
(1) substances must be in solution to be tasted, (2) sound
waves are transmitted by water to the organ of Corti in the
cochlea, and (3) the aqueous humor of the eyeball is essential
to sight. Water is the medium for regulating body temperature.
Harmer and Henderson, o£. cit., pp. 392-393.
V. Wolf, "Body Water," Scientific American, 119:126,
November, 1958.
Water absorbs heat of oxidation and prevents cell destruc
tion. ̂9
Avenues of Body Fluid Loss
The gastrointestinal tract, kidneys, lungs and skin are modes by
which water and electrolytes leave the body.
Gastrointestinal tract. Bland suggested viewing the gastrointes
tinal tract as "gastrointestinal circulation" because of its reabsorption
30
function. Within this canal, approximately 8,000 cubic centimeters of
31
gastrointestinal juice are circulated daily, yet loss of the secretions
32
is the "most common cause of clinical water and electrolyte problems."
About 150 to 200 cubic centimeters of water are excreted daily in
33
the stool of the average individual.
Kidneys. The kidneys function in regulating water electrolyte
and hydrogen balance. They protect body liquid volume and effective
osmotic pressure, regulate hydrogen ion excretion and conserve the chem-
34
ical consistency of extracellular water.
With reference to the function of the kidney in the regulation of
M. Esther McClain and Shirley Gragg, Scientific Principles in
Nursing (St. Louis; C. V. Mosby Company, 1962), p. 164.
30
Bland, op.•cit., pp. 133-134.
^^Estren, 0£. cit., p. 901.
39
Bland, op. cit. , p. 133.
^^Stewart M. Brooks, Basic Facts of Body Water and Ions (New
York: Springer Publishing Company, Inc., 1960), p, 26.
^"^Charles H. Best and Norman B. Taylor, The Physiological Basis
of Medical Practice (seventh edition: Baltimore: The Williams and Wil-
kins Company, 1961), p. 21.
urine volume, Snively said:
Of the 125 milliliters of water filtered each minute, 124
milliliters are recaptured by the tubule cells, leaving the
one milliliter to be excreted in the urine. It is indeed
fortunate that the tubule cells perform their function of re
capturing water, else the average person would pass about 180
quarts of urine each day.^^
While Nordmark emphasized that "the amount lost [water] through
the kidneys varies inversely with the amount lost through other routes,"
Weisberg noted that 600 cubic centimeters is the minimal urinary
37
volume in the normal adult, and Elman stated that 1,000 cubic centi
meters of urine for a twenty-four hour period is sufficient in the
n- 38
average adult.
Skin. Bie skin plays an important role in regulating the fluid
balance of the body. It is primarily concerned with regulation of body
temperature, and secondarily with water and solute excretion.
An average adult in a moderate climate, not engaged in heavy
activity, has an approximate loss of "1,000 cc. of water from the skin
39
(500 cc. of sweat and 500 cc. of insensible perspiration)."
Bland referred to sweat glands as "tiny peripheral kidneys" which,
because of the hypotonic fluid, sweat, tend to deplete body water in ex-
40
cess of sodixmi and chloride ions.
3 5Snively, o£. cit., pp. 35-36.
^^Nordmark, op. cit., p. 92.
^^Harry F. Weisberg, Water, Electrolyte, and Acid-Base Balance
(Baltimore: The Williams and Wilkins Company, 1962), p. 47.
^^Elman, op. cit., p. 223.
39
Nordmark, op. cit., p. 92.
^^Bland, op. cit., p. 156.
Lungs. The loss of water by way of the lungs varies with the rate
and depth of breathing. The amount lost through the lungs each day is
200 to 400 cubic centimeters,^^ and this loss continues even though de-
42
hydration may be present.
In summarizing the ways in which water and electrolytes may be
lost from' the body, Snively stated that the list of routes is long and
includes tears, stomach suction, perspiration, drainage from burns,
wounds and ulcers, mammary glands through breast milk, vomiting, bleed-
43
ing, bowel movements, urine, and traumatized tissue.
III. PATHOLOGICAL PHYSIOLOGY
Literature on body fluid disturbances, or fluid imbalances, con
tinues to increase with the expansion of medical research in the field
of fluid physiology.
Definition of Fluid Imbalance
A cardinal physiologic principle is that body cells func
tion best when the blood and interstitial fluid around them
and the intracellular fluid within them stay relatively con
stant in volume and composition. Homeostasis, or fluid bal
ance, is the term which indicates normal relative constancy
of body fluids. Fluid imbalance, therefore, implies some
deviation from normal volume or composition of extracellular
and intracellular fluids.
'Elkinton, 0£. cit., p. 19.
^Snively, 0£. cit., pp. 23-24.
Catherine P. Anthony, "Fluid Imbalances, Formidable Foes to
Survival," The American Journal of Nursing, 63:75, December, 1963.
Etiology of Fluid Imbalances
A deficit of one or more body fluid substances, water and various
electrolytes can occur in illness when:
(1) . . . the intake is decreased below the minimal re
quirement; (2) excretion or loss of the substances from the
body is seriously increased; or (3) there is increased in
ternal destruction of one of the substances. One can de
velop an excess of one or more of these substances when:
(1) the intake is so excessive that the body cannot excrete
the substance; (2) excretion of even normal amounts of the
substance is impossible, such as in disease of the kidneys;
or (3) excessive quantities of a substance accumulate in
the body because of the death of tissues, as in severe burns
or injuries.
iens and ioms of Fluid Imbalances
Fourteen fluid imbalances are noted by Snively. He listed these
as either deficits or excesses of volume, sodium, potassium, calcium,
base bicarbonate and carbonic acid, plasma-to-interstitial fluid shift
or interstitial fluid-to-plasma shift.
Signs and symptoms of the fluid imbalances are identified by
Nordmark as:
A. Signs and symptoms of dehydration include:
1. Thirst.
2. Dryness of the skin and mucous membrane.
3. Fever.
4. Increased pulse rate.
5. Oliguria and highly concentrated urine.
6. Constipation.
7. Loss'of weight.
8. Exhaustion and collapse.
D. Snively, "Body Fluid Disturbances," Hursing Forum, Vol.
Ill, No. I, 1964, p. 66.
^^Ibid., p. 67.
B. Signs and symptoms of fluid retention include:
1. Sudden weight gain.
2. Puffiness of face, hands.
3. Swelling of ankles, legs, feet.
4. Abdominal distention.
5. Headache, confusion, convulsions, coma.
6. Dyspnea.^'
Nordmark's list included most of the signs and symptoms outlined
by Snively in his discussion of the types of fluid imbalances that exist
in the body.
Diagnosis of Imbalances
Stressing the clinical approach to fluid imbalance. Bland said
that ". . . clinical observations seem to be fading . . . much time is
spent in accumulating biochemical data and not enough time in interpre-
48
tations and integration with the observed clinical picture." He in
corporated most of the guides mentioned in the literature into the fol
lowing list: historical data of the patient through painstaking inquiry;
nutritional history; water intake; food and water restrictions; loss of
body secretions; behavior; thirst and respiratory pattern. Also included
were rate of progression of symptoms; physical examination which would
include facies, body weight, state of circulation, muscle tone, lungs,
skin and mucous membranes, abdomen, body temperature, and laboratory
49
data including blood and urine studies, and electrocardiograms.
^^Nordmark, 0£. cit., pp. 86-87.
'^^Bland, 0£. cit. , p. 203.
^^Bland, op. cit., pp. 210-211.
rv. THERAPEUTIC APPLICATIONS
Authors of medical literature frequently remind the reader of the
scope and depth of fluid balance problems and preface their writing with
an apology for the manner in which their material has been presented.
Communication remains a problem in the study and interpretation
V
of data concerning fluid balance, although it is less severe than in the
past history of fluid balance investigations.
Snively and Sweeney stated:
One of the most confusing aspects of the subject of clinical
fluid balance has been the variations of terms used by different
writers and investigators. Some authors have applied one term,
others a widely divergent one to identical entities. In other
instances, a term which has one meaning for one investigator has
exactly the opposite meaning for another. To the clinician go
ing from lecture to lecture, from article to article, from book
to book, this inconsistency of terminology all too often resem
bles a jargon, a sort of twentieth century "Tower of Babel".
Individual Differences
Recognition of individual differences and respect of the patient
as a person can be noted throughout the literature. Goldberger rein
forced his chapter on fluid therapy with the comment that "the patient
must be treated rather than the electrolyte or chemical disturbances."^^
Elkinton began his discussion on therapy with the statement that:
Consideration of the patient as a person is imperative to
successful therapy. He should be comforted, reassured, and
within the limits of possibility and wisdom, given an under
standing of his situation.
^%illiam Snively and Michael Sweeney, Fluid Balance Handbook for
Practitioners (Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, Publisher, 1956), p. 39.
Goldberger, 0£. cit., p. 309.
^Elkinton, o£. cit., p. 552.
Individual Fluid Intake Requirements
Recognition of individual differences is a consideration in de
fining the fluid intake requirements for health and disease states.
Harmer indicated that "While there are no hard and fast rules for
the amount that should be drunk in a 24 hour period, it should be suf
ficient in the case of adults to insure the elimination of at least
1,000 to 1,500 cc. (1-1 1/2 qt.) of urine.
In a discussion of fluid intake, Weisberg commented that:
I
The average adult without complications will require ap
proximately 2,000-3,000 ml. of water per day--l,000-1,500 ml.
for insensible perspiration and 1,000-1,500 ml. for urine
excretion. The minimal amounts would hold for all cases,
including cardiacs.
With profuse sweating, fever, hot environments and hyperthyroid-
ism, up to 5,000 cubic centimeters of fluid daily are required to re
place losses.
Elman noted that additional water is needed for the kidneys to
eliminate waste when materials made by the body for excretion are in
creased, these being salt and protein, and when the kidney is unable to
concentrate adequately. He stated that two to three liters of water
per day are sufficient to meet losses, and commented that:
There seems to be no justification, unless special con
ditions are present, for forcing the patient to drink 4, 5,
or more liters of water per day. ... If a patient needs
more than 2 or 3 liters per day, the exact amount should be
Harmer, o£. cit., pp. 397-398.
^S/eisberg, 0£. cit., p. 167.
'Ibid.
'Elman, 0£_. cit., p. 223.
indicated so that the nurse will have some idea of the actual
intake which should be reached. '
Tovey indicated that 2,000 to 2,500 cubic centimeters of fluid
are required to provide for fluid losses through the lungs, skin and
58
for urinary excretion.
Although medical orders for fluid therapy generally prescribe
administration of fluids, there are times when restriction of fluid in
take is indicated, such as 24-48 hours following major surgery and the
aliguric phase Of acute renal failure. In these cases the amount is
59
1,000 cubic centimeters.
Guides for Fluid Administration
Multiple scales and guides for interpreting and evaluating fluid
therapy for patients have been suggested throughout the literature.
Some of these include body surface area, temperature, diagnosis, but
the major emphasis in both medical and nursing literature is the 24 hour
intake and output record. While examples of these records are many,
there is recognition that this system is generally unsatisfactory be
cause of the inaccuracies resulting from numbers of people utilizing
them and the cumbersome design of the record.
Routes of Fluid Administration
While "water is gained within the body as a result of the chemical
^^Geoffrey Tovey, Technique of Fluid Balance (second edition;
Illinois; Charles C. Thomas Publishers, 1960), p. 21.
^^Ibid., pp. 22-23.
processes to which foodstuffs are subjected," fluid is also needed to
supplement this in order to meet body needs.
Snively outlined the ways in which water and electrolytes are
gained as food, drink, nasal infusion, intravenous infusion, chemical
61
breakdown of foodstuffs in the body, and rectal infusion.
Oral administration of fluid is recognized as the most favorable
because of the salivary action in the fluid digestive process. Too,
this method is more convenient for the healthy individual and for both
the nurse and the patient in the hospital setting.
Force Fluid Prescription
The "Force fluid" prescription can be seen throughout the liter
ature.
"Enforced drinking (the water cure) was early recognized as a
ft o
method of torture," however current literature utilizes the term
"Force fluids" in prescribing fluid therapy for patient with febrile
diseases, excessive perspiration, constipation and as an aid in cir-
64
culating medicine through the body.
6 S
Elman said "the term 'force fluids' should be eliminated," and
^'^Snively, Sea Within, 0£. cit.. p. 22.
^^Ibid.
^^olf, op. cit., p. 130.
^^Margaret Tracy, Nursing, An Art and A Science (third edition;
St. Louis: The C. V. Mosby Company, 1949), p. 149.
DeWitt, "Nature's Wonder Drug," Life and Health, 72:8-9,
August, 1958.
^^Elman, loc. cit.
Welt, referring to standard prescriptions, said that "one of the great
dangers of any 'standard therapy' is its failure to recognize that one
may not be treating a standard patient.
Only one study was found in the review of literature which in
cluded a "Force fluid" prescription. A need to evaluate whether men in
arctic situations should drink more water than their thirst mechanism
directed was done with thirty volunteers. They were isolated into groups
of ten. Measured amounts of sodium and sodiiam bicarbonate were given to
two groups. Five men in these two groups drank water as desired and
five were on a "forced intake" regime. Ihe findings indicated that
there was no difference in the dehydration level of the "forced intake"
67
versus the group who drank as they wished.
Nurses' Responsibilities
Both medical and nursing literature recognize that nurses have a
definite responsibility in the administration of oral fluids.
Because of the ever increasing importance being placed on fluid
balance and fluid therapy, the nurse, in her "co-ordinating capacity
.  . . must now add an understanding of body fluid disturbances to her
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background of scientific knowledge."
Harmer and Henderson said:
^^Louis Welt, Clinical Disorders of Hydration and Acid-Base
Equilibrium (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1955), p. 100.
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Terence Rogers and James Setliff, "Value of Fluid and Electro
lyte Supplements in Subarctic Survival Situations," Journal of Applied
Physiology, 19:581-582, July, 1964.
Snively, Nursing Forum, op. cit., p. 62.
While few nurses, and indeed few doctors, can know all that
has been learned about fluid balance, they should understand
the general principle that it depends upon the total dietary
intake, including water, and upon the capacity of the alimen
tary and excretory systems to function within normal limits.
Nurses as well as doctors should understand that re-establish
ing the balance following vomiting, diarrhea, seepage from
burns, hemorrhage, and profuse sweating must be accompanied
with different substances since the fluid lost in each case
carried with it different solids or the same solid in varying
concentrations.^^
Since "prevention, of course, is the ideal way of handling a dis
turbance of body fluid, and it is in this area that the nurse has an
unrivaled opportunity to make a contribution,"^® certain specific sug
gestions have been offered in nursing literature to assist the nurse in
making this contribution. Among these are: accurate intake and output
records of patients on fluid therapy, observation of the color and
specific gravity of urine since an amber colored urine with a high spe
cific gravity indicates that the patient is not getting sufficient
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water, and an explanation to the patient about the function of water
within the body and the body's need for it in the regulation of body
73processes. Others mentioned are provision for reasonable fluid dis-
tribution while the patient is awake, daily weight of patients on
Harmer and Henderson, cit. , p. 396.
^®Snively, Nursing Forum, op. cit., p. 77.
^^Mildred Montag and Ruth Swenson, Fundamentals in Nursing Care
(third edition; Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 1959), p. 143.
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Harmer and Henderson, o£. cit., p. 451.
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McClain, op. cit., p. 171.
^Tracy, loc. cit.
fluid therapy, and immediate reporting of the signs and symptoms of
fluid imbalances. Water should always be within easy reach for the
patient unless a restricted fluid regime is prescribed. Montag in
cluded the appearance of the fluid to be consumed in her listing and said
that "whatever the fluid, it should be made as attractive to the patient
as possible. In addition to all of these suggestions mentioned, al
ternating different fluids throughout the day is encouraged for patients
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on "Force fluid" therapy.
Without the nurse's supervision and strict adherence to details,




A review of both medical and nursing literature on fluid balance
was done for this study.
There is a wealth of medical information on fluid and electrolyte
metabolism, however nursing literature on the subject is very limited.
Although clinical research focusing on body fluids was slow in
starting, current literature shows an increasing interest in this complex
^^Dorothy Smith and Claudia Gips, Care of the Adult Patient (Phil
adelphia: J. B. Lippincott Company, 1963), i>. 141.
Snively, Nursing Forum, op. cit.. p. 62.
^^Harmer and Henderson, ££. cit., p. 397
^^Montag, loc. cit. • .
^^Ibid., p. 144.
^^Edith Wolf, "The Nurse and Fluid Therapy", Hie American Journal
of Nursing, 54:831, July, 1954.
field of study.
Many suggestions and methods for evaluating and treating fluid
imbalances are mentioned throughout the literature, yet it is stressed
that these must be modified to meet each patient's needs since every
individual present^ a separate problem for investigation.
While nurses share with physicians the responsibility of treating
patients who have fluid imbalances, they have a primary responsibility
in preventing the imbalances. Their knowledge of the signs and symptoms
of body fluid disturbances and their skill in evaluating, reporting and
meeting patients' fluid needs are areas in which they can make a valu
able contribution to patient care.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This study of the interpretation of the order "Force fluids" by
nurses employed on the medical units of one hospital was conducted for
the purpose of (1) ascertaining their interpretation of a minimum and
maximum amount of fluid in the order "Force fluids", and (2) determining
criteria most used by these nurses to identify these minimum and maximum
quantities.
I. THE METHOD
The descriptive survey method of research was selected for this
study. Best defines this method as:
.  . .research that describes and interprets what is.
It is concerned with conditions and relationships that exist;
practices that prevail; benefits, points of view, or attitudes
that are held; processes that are going on; effects that are
being felt; or trends that are developing. . .it involves inter
pretation, comparison, or contrast, measurement, classification
and evaluation.
This study was designed as follows:
1. A questionnaire was developed which focused upon the inter
pretation of the order "Force fluids" for four patients who were placed
on "Force fluid" therapy. Data from the charts of these patients at the
time the order was written was a part of the questionnaire.
2. A pilot study was conducted to test the clarity of the instructions
^^John Best, Research in Education (New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Company,
1959), p. 102.
and questions and the efiectiveness of the coding system of the research
tool.
3, Thirty-two nurses on four medical units of a private, general.
teaching hospital were requested to respond to the questions at the end
of each patient's recorded chart information.
4. Data were tabulated, analyzed and interpreted.
5. Conclusions were drawn and recommendations were made in light
of the findings of this study.
II. RESEARCH TOOL
The Questionnaire
A questionnaire was the tool of research used in this study. The
questions centered around four patients hospitalized at the time the study
was conducted.
Selection of patients. Medical patients were selected for this
study because it was believed that possible fluid imbalances in medical
patients were not a result of induced fluid loss as may be the case with
surgical intervention. Too, in reviewing patients' charts for a ten-day
period for the "Force fluid" order, it was found that the order appeared
with greater frequency on the charts of patients on medical units than on
surgical units.
It was felt that possible criticism of the "Force fluid" order not
applying to a patient was decreased by using actual case examples instead
of hypothetical situations.
Four patients in the selected hospital were chosen as cases for
this study. This was done to control the possibility that if only one
patient case example were used, the respondents on the unit where the
patient was located may have recognized the patient information. This
could have influenced the answers of the respondents on that unit. By
having a case example from each of the units, this factor was equally
weighted.
On the day the chart information was obtained, it was noted that on
three of the medical units five patients were on "Force fluid" therapy,
and on the fourth unit, four were on the "Force fluid" regime.
Starting at the top of each unit's Kardex and going downward,
every third patient on "Force fluid" therapy was selected. These patients
were identified as A, B, C, and D.
Selection of questions. From the review of literature, four
questions were designed to elicit information about the interpretation
of the order "Force fluids" for the four hospitalized patients whose
fluid therapy was directed by this order. The questions were;
I. What is the minimum amount of fluid you interpret as fulfill
ing the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
II. What patient information did you select as the criteria for
identifying that minimum fluid amount?
III. What is the maximum amount of fluid you interpret as ful
filling the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
IV. What patient information did you select as the criteria for
identifying that maximum fluid amount?
Questions I and III were based on Talbot, Richie, and Crawford's
concept of "physiologic minimal requirement" and "physiologic maximal
tolerance" of intake and output, and Nordraark and Rohweder's statement
that "definite amounts of water are essential to maintain the fluid bal-
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ance of the body."
Questions II and IV were based on Bland's chapter "General Clinical
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Considerations in Water, Electrolyte and Hydrogen Ion Metabolism". In
this chapter, the author discussed both biochemical data obtained through
laboratory testing and interpretation and integration of clinical obser
vations and historical data of patients when metabolic imbalances are
being evaluated.
Selection of patient information. Information recorded on four
patients' charts at the time the "Force fluid" order was written was used
in the main body of the research tool. The following was extracted from
these patients' charts: medical and social history, physician's findings,
prescribed treatment, nurses' observations and data obtained from clini
cal procedures. Laboratory findings were available on only one patient's
chart when the "Force fluid" prescription was written.
It was intended that any item of the patient information could be
utilized by the respondent as a guide in answering the questions which
focused upon interpretation of the order "Force fluids".
In order to save the respondent's time in becoming oriented to a
new format for each patient's chart information, the material was presented
^Talbot, et al,., Metabolic Homeostasis, op. cit., p. 10
^Nordmark, Science Principles Applied to Nursing, op. cit., p. 86.
^Bland, 0£. cit., pp. 165-224.
in an outline form. The main categories were; admission date, sex, age,
race, marital status, occupation, diagnosis, past medical history, social
history, present complaint, onset and course of illness, general appear
ance, physician's findings, current drugs, nurses' notes, physician's
orders, and laboratory data.
Coding of questionnaire. A "homemade" coding system was used in
this study. The first and last name initials of each respondent were
coded on the chart information of patient A.
Beginning at the top of this patient's information sheet, letters
corresponding to the initials of the first and last name of the nurse
requested to answer the questionnaire were made slightly darker by re
tracing them with ink. This was done prior to the distribution of the
questionnaire. Returned questionnaires were then compared with the
original name list which was used for distributing them. By this means,
the nurses who failed to participate in the study could be approached
again.
Pilot
A pilot study was done with ten nurses answering the questionnaire.
This was done to test the clarity of the instructions and questions and
the effectiveness of the coding system.
Questions II and IV were changed after the pilot study from "What
patient information did you select as the criteria for identifying that
minimum (or maximum) fluid amount?" to "What patient information guided
you in arriving at that minimum (or maximum) fluid amount?" These changes
were made because four q,f the respondents verbalized that they were uncer
tain as to the meaning of the words "criteria" and "identifying" as used
in these questions.
The coding system seemed satisfactory and easy to use.
Nurses involved in the pilot study did not participate in the
main study.
III. ADMINISTRATION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE
Nurses currently employed full time on the medical units of a
private, general, teaching hospital participated in this study.
Selection of Hospital
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, Cedars of Lebanon Hospital Division
was the hospital chosen in which to conduct the study. This is a 500-
bed private, general, teaching hospital which provides care to private
and clinic patients with acute and chronic illnesses. It was selected
because the writer was familiar with its facilities and knew of the co
operation of the nursing staff in participating in nursing research
activities.
A personal interview with the Director of Nursing of the hospital
was conducted to obtain permission to conduct the study on the clinical
units and involve the registered nurse staff. j
Selection of Clinical Units
Four medical units with bed capacities of 29, 32, 36 and 42 were
selected because of their homogeneous medical patient population and the
frequency with which the "Force fluid" order appeared on patient charts.
Selection of Nurses
Nurses currently employed by the hospital on a full time basis to
give direct and indirect care to patients on the four medical units were
selected to answer the revised questionnaire. At this time, thirty-two
nurses represented the total number of full time nurses on these units.
Procedure of Administration
l\jo nursing supervisors were personally interviewed and informed
of the plan to conduct this study in their nursing areas. They assisted
by informing their nurses that a study was to be conducted and the pro
cedure by which it was to be carried out.
Distribution of questionnaire. Consideration had been given to
having the questionnaire answered in meetings with groups of the select
nurses. This was found to be impractical because of the verbalized "on
and off the unit" commitments of these individuals at this time. In
stead, a brief interview with each nurse on her assigned unit was the
method of approach adopted to distribute the questionnaire.
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A letter of introduction to the study, directions for answering
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the questionnaire, and the questionnaire were folded inside an un
sealed, self-addressed envelope for each nurse. Hiis material was given
to her at the time of the interview with instructions to review it for
any questions. The word "fluids" was clearly defined for each nurse as




•  \ '
All of the nurses contacted consented to participate.
Return of questionnaire. During the contact interview each nurse
was requested to return the patient information sheets and answered questions
the next day unsigned and sealed inside the envelope provided. This was to
be either pinned to the unit bulletin board or placed in a designated
mail box.
Returned questionnaires were checked against the distribution list
!
by means of the coding system employed.
All questionnaires were returned.
IV. TABULATION OF DATA
The patient information on the questionnaires was developed in
outline form for the convenience of the respondents. This outline was
reorganized for tabulation of data as follows: (1) personal statistics,
(2) social history, (3) medical history, (4) diagnosis, (5) clinical
observations, (6) prescribed therapy, and (7) laboratory findings. These
categories made for easier handling of data.
Respondent's replies were grouped, tabulated and analyzed.
V. SUMMARY
In this study, the descriptive survey method of research was used to
obtain information from nurses employed on the medical units of a select
hospital for the purpose of (1) ascertaining their interpretation of a
minimum and maximum amount of fluid in the order "Force fluids", and (2)
determining criteria most used by these nurses to identify these minimum
and maximum fluid quantities.
A questionnaire was developed using data from the charts of four
hospitalized patients who were on "Force fluid" therapy. The patient
information was available to the nurses to answer questions about the
minimum and maximum fluid amounts in the order "Force fluids" for each
patient and their reason for the selection of the stated amounts.
Thirty-two nurses on four medical units of Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center, Cedars of Lebanon Hospital Division participated in this study.
CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION OF DATA
In this study, a questionnaire was used to gather data about
nurses' interpretation of the order "Force fluids".
Thirty-two nurses employed full time on four medical units of a
general hospital responded to the questionnaire which was designed to
(1) ascertain their interpretation of a minimum and maximum amount of
fluid in the order "Force fluids", and (2) determine criteria most used
by these nurses to interpret the fluid quantities.
The vital statistics, medical and social history, clinical ob
servations and findings, prescribed therapy and laboratory data recorded
on the charts of four hospitalized patients, identified as patients A,
B, C, and D, were included as part of the questionnaire. This informa
tion, which was available to the nurse at the time the "Force fluid"
order was written, was also available to the respondents in this study
to answer the following questions for each patient:
I. What is the minimum amount of fluid you interpret as ful
filling the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
II. What patient information guided you in arriving at that mini
mum fluid amount?
III. What is the maximum amount of fluid you interpret as ful
filling the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
IV. What patient information guided you in arriving at that max
imum fluid amount?
Data were gathered, categorized for statistical analysis and
interpretations were made from the findings.
Thirty-two nurses responded to the four questions relating to
chart information for patients A, B, C, and D. Of these thirty-two re
spondents, twenty-nine answered questions I and III with numerical
figures and questions II and IV with a word or word phrases. T^/o re
spondents answered the four questions with a question mark, and one
indicated a no response answer for all four questions.
In the statistical analysis of the quantities of fluid, amounts
less than fifty were dropped and those of fifty or more were carried to
the nearest one hundred level. It was felt that this manipulation of
figures would not have a significant influence on the findings in this
study because of the extreme limits on the ranges of the minimum and
maximum fluid distribution. Too, it was noted that the respondents
indicated amounts in figures of hundreds and thousands of cubic centi
meters.
Although the words "Force fluid" were never written on a ques
tionnaire by any of the respondents as criteria or guide to selection of
fluid amounts, it was assumed by the writer that since they responded to
questions II and IV, they used it as an item. This was considered and
included as a number in the analysis and interpretation of data.
1. FLUID QUANTITIES IDENTIFIED
Minimum Amount
Both consistent and inconsistent trends could be observed in the
fluid amounts selected as minimum by the respondents in this study.
Patient A. The range of the minimum fluid distribution for patient
A was from 900 to 3,000 cubic centimeters. One respondent said this
minimum was 900 cubic centimeters, one said it was 3,000 cubic centi
meters, and twenty-seven indicated eight different amounts between 900
and 3,000 cubic centimeters.
Patient B. For patient B, 1,000 and 3,000 cubic centimeters was
the range of the minimum fluid distribution. While one respondent iden
tified 1,000 cubic centimeters as the minimum for this patient, five
identified it as 3,000 cubic centimeters, and twenty-three indicated five
different amounts between 1,000 and 3,000 cubic centimeters.
Patient C. The range of the minimum fluid distribution for pa
tient C was the largest of the four: from 500 to 3,000 cubic centimeters.
For this patient, one respondent felt that 500 cubic centimeters was the
appropriate minimum, two indicated 3,000 cubic centimeters, and twenty-
six chose eight different amounts between 500 and 3,000 cubic centimeters.
Patient D. Similar to patient B, the range of the minimum fluid
distribution for patient D was from 1,000 to 3,000 cubic centimeters.
However, six respondents indicated this minimum as 1,000 cubic centi
meters, one said 3,000 cubic centimeters, and twenty-two identified six
different amounts between 1,000 and 3,000 cubic centimeters.
No reason can be given for the upper limit on the ranges of the
minimum fluid distribution remaining consistently the same, but it was
noted that the respondents' selection of patient information was a def
inite influencing factor for the changes in the lower limits of these
ranges. This will be discussed later in this chapter.
It was of interest to note that only three amounts selected as
the minimum by two or more respondents were the same for all of the four
patients.
Also of interest was the finding that on the minimum fluid distri
butions, twenty-seven respondents identified ten different amounts of
fluid for patient A and twenty-six identified ten different amounts for
patient C. No explanation can be given for this finding. The patient
infoimiation selected by these respondents in support of their identified
amounts did not follow a similar or consistent pattern.
The mode of the minimum fluid distribution for all four patients
was 2,000 cubic centimeters.
The mean of the minimum fluid distribution for patients A and D
was 1,800 cubic centimeters, and for patients B and C 2,200 and 1,900
cubic centimeters respectively. No consistent pattern of responses could
be identified by the writer as influencing the shift of the means between
at least three patients and remaining the same for two patients.
A standard deviation of 480 cubic centimeters for patient A, 530
cubic centimeters for patient B, 660 cubic centimeters for patient C, and
560 cubic centimeters for patient D could be attributed to the small size
of respondent sampling in this study and the spread of the amounts on the
range of the minimum fluid distribution.
One obvious finding on the minimum fluid distribution was that
from 1,800 to 3,000 cubic centimeters, all amounts identified as minimum
fell into 500 cubic centimeter intervals, these being 2,000, 2,500, and
3,000 cubic centimeters. Although 2,200 cubic centimeters was also chosen
as the minimum for patients A and D, this 500 cubic centimeter interval
pattern persisted for all four patients. Possible reasons for this might
be the respondents' association with and development of a mental picture
of quantity measure obtained through the handling of fluid' bottles con-
taining 500 and 1,000 cubic centimeters, or a recollection of quantity
fluid mentioned in nursing texts in amounts of 2,000, 2,500, and 3,000
cubic centimeters.
The amount of fluid selected as minimum for the "Force fluid" or
der for four patients showed minimum fluid distributions on which ex
tremes, modes, and means for each could be identified. It was noted that
for the four patients the upper limits of these minimum fluid distribu
tions remained at 3,000 cubic centimeters while the lower extremes varied
between 500, 900, and 1,000 cubic centimeters. Although the mode of the
minimum fluid distribution for each patient was 2,000 cubic centimeters,
the mean shifted between 1,800 and 2,200 centimeters. Dissimilar standard
deviations were evident for the four patients. In addition to 2,200 cubic
centimeters selected as the minimum for two patients, all other amounts
from 1,000 to 3,000 cubic centimeters fell into 500 cubic centimeter in
terval figures which were all evenly divisible by 500. Although present
in amounts below 1,800 cubic centimeters, this trend was less noticeable
because of the number of quantities identified other than 1,000 and 1,500
cubic centimeters.
While no concrete explanations could be made regarding these find
ings, speculations Were made on the basis of the patient information
selected by the respondents to identify the minimum amount of fluid in
each patient's "Force fluid" order and the respondents' theoretical knowl
edge and practical experience in dealing with fluid quantities.
It may be that a number of findings were influenced by the small
respondent sampling in this study as was evident in the statistical
analysis of the data.
It would seem from the findings of the data gathered regarding
the interpretation of a minimum amount of fluid in the "Force fluids" for
the four patients in this study that (1) thirty-one of the thirty-two re
spondents recognized a minimum quantity implied in the order "Force
fluids", (2) discrepancies existed among these respondents in their se
lection of the minimum amount of fluid in the order for four patients,
separately and collectively, and (3) interpretations of a minimum amount
of fluid in the order "Force fluid" seemed relative to the individual
making the interpretation.
Maximum Amount
Fluid amounts selected as maximum by the respondents in this study
showed both consistent and inconsistent patterns.
Patient A. The range of the maximum fluid distribution for
patient A was from 1,200 to 4,500 cubic centimeters. While one respondent
indicated the amount as 1,200 cubic centimeters and another 4,500 cubic
centimeters, twenty-seven selected seven different amounts between 1,200
and 4,500 cubic centimeters.
Patient B. Patient B's range of the maximum fluid distribution
was from 2,000 to 4;500 cubic centimeters. Two respondents selected
2,000 cubic centimeters as the maximum for this patient, four identified
it as 4,500 cubic centimeters, and twenty-three chose five different a-
mounts between 2,000 and 4,500 cubic centimeters.
Patient £. For patient C, the lower limit of the range of the
maximum fluid distribution was 500 cubic centimeters and the upper limit
was 4,500 cubic centimeters. While each of these amounts were selected
as the maximum by one respondent, twenty-seven indicated seven different
amounts between 500 and 4,500 cubic centimeters.
Patient D. The lower and upper limits on the range of the maximum
fluid distribution for patient D was 1,200 and 4,500 cubic centimeters.
One respondent said 1,200 was an adequate maximum for this patient, three
indicated 4,500 cubic centimeters, and twenty-five selected nine differ
ent amounts between the extreme limits on this range.
As with the minimum fluid distribution for these four patients,
the upper limit of the maximum fluid distribution remained constant. The
lower limit for three of the patients showed variations. No logical in
terpretation of this occurrence can be suggested except it does seem
probable that the patient information selected by the respondents in
fluenced this pattern.
Similar to the findings on the minimum fluid distribution, four
amounts on the maximum fluid distribution for all four patients were in
terpreted as maximum by two or more respondents. The significance of
this finding will be brought out later in this chapter.
On the maximum fluid distributions for patients A and C it was
found that twenty-seven respondents identified seven different amounts.
A similar finding was made for these patients in the minimum fluid dis
tribution. No explanation can be given for this finding.
The mode of the maximum fluid distribution was 3,000 cubic centi
meters for all four patients.
Only one variation in the mean of the maximum fluid distribution
for all the patients was found. The mean for patient C was 3,300 cubic
centimeters, and for patients A, B, and D 2,700 cubic centimeters. The
spread in the different amounts on the maximum fluid distribution for
these patients could account for this finding.
A standard deviation of 680 cubic centimeters for patient A, 720
cubic centimeters for patient B, 850 cubic centimeters for patient C, and
890 cubic' centimeters for patient D could be attributed to the small re
spondent sampling in this study and the spread of fluid amounts.
Another similar pattern of responses was found between the amounts
identified as minimum and maximum for the four patients. On the maximtim
fluid distribution, amounts from 2,000 to 4,500 cubic centimeters fell
into 500 cubic centimeter intervals. Although 2,200 and 2,400 cubic
centimeters were selected as maximum for patient D, 2,600 cubic centi
meters for patient B, and 2,800 cubic centimeters for patient C, all
other amounts above 2,000 cubic centimeters for the patients were shown
as 2,500, 3,000, 3,500, 4,000, and 4,500 cubic centimeters.
A maximum fluid distribution with extremes, modes and means was
identified for the four patients in this study. It was noted that the
upper limit of the maximum fluid distribution remained stable at 4,500
cubic centimeters and the lower limit varied between 500, 1,200, and
2,000 cubic centimeters. The mode of this fluid distribution remained
consistently at 3,000 cubic centimeters for each of the patients, and
the mean varied from 2,700 to 3,300 cubic centimeters. A different
standard deviation was found for each patient. On the maximum fluid dis
tribution for each patient, it was obvious that the respondents favored
amounts which were evenly divisible by the figure 500.
While no specific explanation could be given for similar and dis
similar interpretations by the respondents for each of the four patients,
it may be that the small sampling of respondents in this study influenced
a number of the findings.
It would seem from the findings that (1) thirty-one of the thirty-
two respondents recognized a maximum quantity of fluid implied in the
order, (2) discrepancies existed among these respondents in their selec
tion of the maximum amount of fluid in the "Force fluid" order for four
patients, collectively and separately, and (3) interpretations of a max-
«
imum amount of fluid in the order "Force fluid" seemed relative to the
individual making the interpretation.
Comparison of Minimum and Maximum Amounts
Analysis of the amounts on the minimum and maximum fluid distri
butions for each of the four patients disclosed significant findings.
In comparing these minimum and maximum amounts for the four pa
tients, it was found that 3,000 cubic centimeters, the upper limit of
the minimum fluid distribution, was the same as the mode of the maximum
fluid distribution for each patient.
It was also evident that 1,200, 1,800, 2,000, 2,500, and 3,000
cubic centimeters were amounts selected as minimum by some of the re
spondents and as makimum by others for patient A. Both 2,000 and 2,500.
cubic centimeters were identified as minimum and maximum by three or more
of the respondents.
The amounts selected as minimum and maximum by respondents for
patient B were 2,000, 2,500, and 3,000 cubic centimeters. Each of these
amounts were chosen as minimum and maximum by two or more respondents.
For patient C it was found that 500, 1,200 1,800, 2,000, 2,500,
and 3,000 cubic centimeters were selected as minimum by some respondents
and as the maximum by others, and that 2,000, 2,500, and 3,000 were
identified as minimum and maximum by two or more respondents.
It was noted that for patient D, 1,500, 2,000, 2,500, and 3,000
cubic centimeters were amounts selected as minimum and maximum by respon
dents. Minimum and maximum amounts identified by two or more respondents
were 1,500, 2,000, and 2,500 cubic centimeters.
It was noted that amounts between the lower limits of the maximum
and the upper limits of the minimum fluid distribution fell into an area
of confusion as to which is the minimum and which is the maximum.
When consideration was given to the standard deviation of the
minimum and maximum distributions, it was found that an overlap area
existed for each patient.
These overlap areas can be seen in Figure 1.
As can be seen in Figure 1, one indication of the severity of con
fusion as to which was the minimum and which was the maximum fluid amount
was the finding that the overlap of the standard deviations of both the
minimum and maximum fluid distributions fell in close proximity to the
means of the fluid distributions already within an area of overlap. This
was especially noted for patients A, C, and D, and though present for
patient B, it was less acute.
Summary
In comparing the amounts indicated by the respondents as minimum
and maximum fluid to be given on the order "Force fluids", it was obvious
there was confusion as to what is minimum and what is maximum. Ihis was
FIGURE 1
OVERLAP OF RANGES AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE
MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM FLUID DISTRIBUTIONS










Note: Numbers represent cubic centimeters.
Dotted lines represent standard deviation overlap.
demonstrated for each patient in this study, although the degree of se
verity of this confusion varied for each patient.
It should be noted that some of the indicated amounts of fluid
could not be considered therapeutic for the individual patient. This is
especially true with respect to the extreme ranges.
If the complexities of today's communications were added to this
finding, the problem could be compounded.
II. CRITERIA IDENTIFIED
It was found that twenty-nine respondents in this study utilized
one or more items from the patients' information sheets to guide them
in their selection of the minimum and maximum fluid amounts in the
"Force fluid" order for each patient.
Personal Statistics
Age. Age was selected as a criterion for minimum fluid amounts
by two respondents for patient A, by seventeen for patient C, and by one
respondent for patient D.
It was interesting to note the absence of selection of age for
patient B and the fairly large number who considered age for patient C.
One reason for this might be that the respondents felt patient B was
nearer their age than the other patients and in this association did not
see a valid reason for giving a minimum amount of fluid. Another reason
might be their understanding of age in relation to body and fluid metab
olism. This finding would be consistent with information in literature.
Age seemed to account for the 500 cubic centimeter amount which
was the lowest limit of the minimum fluid distribution. Other amounts on
the lower range of the minimum fluid distribution could also be attribu
ted to the selection of age for patient C.
It was also found that age was selected as the criterion for
maximum fluid amounts. This item was chosen by one respondent for pa
tients A, C, and D respectively, and by eleven for patient B. This
might be expected with the findings of age for the minimum fluid amounts.
Diagnosis. While none of the patients were diagnosed as having
a similar illness or disease, diagnosis was selected as a criterion for
both minimum and maximum amounts.
For patient A, seven respondents chose hepatomegaly as support of
their stated minimum fluid amount, four selected hypertension, and three
selected thrombophlebitis. Six respondents selected hepatomegaly as
reason for maximum amounts.
It was interesting to note that twenty-eight respondents saw fever
as a need for an increased amount of fluid, and none indicated thrombo
phlebitis as a need to increase fluids. One speculation is that perhaps
many of those who indicated fever included thrombophlebitis in their
response because of the relationship of fever with this disease process.
Almost as many respondents chose hepatomegaly as the reason for a
specific minimum amount as did those who saw it as a reason for a maxi
mum amount. No explanation can be given for these responses.
It was noted that no pattern of responses could be found between
amount of fluid identified and criteria selected by the respondents.
Patient B was the only one of the four patients with one diagnosed
illness on the patient information sheet. Three respondents stated that
the diagnosis of pleurisy was a reason they indicated an increased or
maximum fluid amount and two noted that as one reason for indicating a
minimum fluid amount. No explanation can be given for this finding.
Patient C had three complex disease processes diagnosed. Acute
auricular fibrillation was the basis of minimum fluid amounts for eleven
of the respondents. None of the respondents chose this as a reason for
a maximum fluid amount, instead, diabetes and upper respiratory infection
were selected by ten and four respondents respectively.
Arteriosclerotic heart disease with compensated congestive heart
failure was cited as the reason twenty-two respondents chose a minimum
fluid amount for patient B.
While only nine respondents selected pneumonia as their reason
for indicating maximum fluid amounts, twenty-three selected temperature.
As with patient A, it would be anticipated that both temperature and its
causal factor would have more evenly paralleled each other. Again, per
haps some of the respondents interpreted the disease process within the
temperature criterion.
Clinical Observations
Temperature. More respondents identified temperature as their
guide to maximum fluid amounts than any other criterion. Twenty-eight
respondents saw it as the primary reason for patient A, twenty-six for
patient B, twenty-five for patient C, and twenty-three for patient D.
Temperature was not considered for minimum amounts of fluid for
the patients. One of the reasons for fewer respondents selecting tem
perature for maximum amounts for patient D was perhaps their concern
for the diagnosed heart pathology.
Weight, Weight was selected more often as support for minimum
amounts than for maximum amounts. It was used as a guide for maximum
amounts by one respondent for patients B, C and D, and by none for
patient A. It was chosen as a criterion for minimum amounts by two
respondents for patient A, by twenty-one for patient B, by twelve for
patient C and by one respondent for patient D.
The reason for this finding is not clear. Factors which could
account for it might be the respondents' lack of knowledge of the diet
patterns of these patients, or a limited understanding of body fluid
physiology. Too, they may not have clearly understood the disease
processes involved, or have interpreted the word "fluid" as meaning
only water. This latter reason is based on some of the respondents'
indication that the amount should be distilled water for patients A
and C.
Edema. Edema was an item only on the chart of patient A.
Twenty-five respondents chose edema as their criterion for minimum
fluid amounts and none for maximum amounts. This finding could also
be related to the notation of low sodium diet on the patient's infor
mation sheet. Many of the twenty-five who selected edema for minimum
fluid amount did not indicate a corresponding diagnosis or other
criteria. Depending on this patient's type of edema, these findings
may or may not be consistent with information in literature.
Respirations. Patients B, C and D demonstrated increased respiration
rates and this factor was considered a criterion by four respondents for
minimum fluid amounts for patients B and C. No explanation can be given
for these responses. This finding is not consistent with information
in literature.
For patients B, C, and D, respirations were considered criterion
for maximum fluid amounts by three respondents for patient B, by six for
patient C, and by eight for patient D. It might be expected that, based
on respiratory physiology, this criterion would have been selected by a
larger number of respondents for maximum fluid amounts.
Blood pressure. Why blood pressure was a criterion selected by
one respondent for patient A, by three for patient B, and by two for
patient C for minimum fluid amount and not a criterion for patient D is
not understood. None chose this for maximum fluid amounts.
Perspiration. Although perspiring was an item on the information
sheets for patients C and D, it was selected only for patient C by seven
respondents for maximum fluid amounts. Why more respondents did not
indicate this criterion cannot be explained.
Output. Six respondents selected output as a criterion for maxi
mum fluid amounts for patient C. It was of interest that those who iden
tified output did not indicate a diagnosis as a criterion. The reason
for this is not understood. The identification of output did not seem
to influence respondents* selection of fluid quantities as might be ex
pected.
Bed rest. While two respondents identified bed rest for a maximum
fluid amount for patient C, one respondent selected it as the reason for
identifying a minimum fluid amount for patients A, B, and D. This finding
cannot be explained as the respondents' criteria for opposite fluid
amounts all differed.
Low sodium diet. The low sodium diet prescribed for patients A
and D was selected as the reason for minimum amounts by five respondents
for patient A and by two for patient D. Only one respondent indicated
this patient information item for a maximum fluid amount for patient D.
No explanation can be given for this finding. It may have been that the
respondents associated sodium with the word fluid.
Antibiotics. Patients A and D were selected for maximum fluid
amounts because of the antibiotic therapy. Three respondents noted this
as their reason for patient A and four for patient D. It is possible
that the reason for this selection is the respondents' knowledge of the
drug's time level in body circulation.
Hvdrodiuril. Hydrodiuril was an item only on chart information
for patient D. While eight respondents selected this as a reason for a
minimum fluid amount, four selected it as a criterion for a maximum fluid
amount. A possible misinterpretation of the drug's properties and action
or that the word had been misread for another drug could account for this
finding.
Force fluids. As previously indicated, it was assumed that thirty-one
of the thirty-two respondents in this study considered the "Force fluid"
item on the patients' information sheets as a reason for their responses
to questions I and III, although it was not written on the answer section
of the questionnaire.
Laboratory Data
Laboratory data were included only on the information sheet for
patient D, and was cited as a guide for maximum fluid amounts by fourteen
respondents. Six selected urine protein, four chose blood urea nitrogen,
two noted specific gravity, one noted uric acid and one identified hemo
globin as guides for the maximum fluid amount. Because of the number of
responses and the fact that this patient's information sheet was lengthy
and placed last in the set of patient information sheets, it would seem
that these items would have been considered by fewer respondents. One
reason for their selection may have been the obvious presence of these
items on the typed pages. Too, the number of responses would seem to
indicate that the laboratory data is utilized as a guide for interpreting
the "Force fluid" order.
Siunmary
Twenty-nine respondents in this study selected items from the four
patient information sheets as their criteria for indicating minimum and
maximum amounts of fluid in the order "Force fluid".
From the data gathered, it was found that age was selected as one
of the main reasons for indicating a specific minimum fluid amount. More
concern was shown for the patient over seventy years of age than for pa
tients under seventy.
While each patient's diagnosis differed, diagnosis was found to
be a main reason for selecting both minimimi and maximum fluid amounts.
However, for the patients in this study, it was selected more often for
identifying minimum fluid amounts.
Weight was indicated as one primary reason for identifying minimum
fluid amounts for two patients.
Of the many items on each patient's information sheet utilized by
the respondents, temperature was used more often as a reason for maximum
fluid quantities than any other patient item.
The prescribed therapy program of the patients received only minor
consideration in terms of fluid amounts.
Laboratory findings appeared on the chart information of only one
patient. Because they were used as criterion by six respondents suggests
that this data are utilized by nurses to interpret fluid amounts in a
"Force fluid" order.
From these findings the only single criterion that could be iden
tified as the reason for the respondents' selection for maximum fluid
amounts for all patients was the clinical finding of elevated tempera
ture. No single criterion could be identified for minimum fluid amounts
for all patients. Undoubtedly each patient presented a different clini
cal picture to the respondents.
Respondents were studied to see if trends and patterns were pre
sent in the criteria selected and fluid amounts identified. It was found
that, perhaps by coincidence or because of the small respondent popula
tion in this study, no two responses were identical. Because of this,
interpretation of the findings was difficult.
On six different answer sheets for each patient, the following
responses were noted as a sideline comment, "Clarification of the order
is neededl" On four answer sheets for patient C, a sideline note read,
"Would ask doctor." It was interesting to note these comments appeared
on answer sheets on which respondents had written answers to the questions.
It would seem from all of these findings that (1) twenty-nine
respondents in this study utilized patient chart data as one or more
reasons for identifying specific minimum and maximum fluid amounts in
the "Force fluid" order, perhaps because it was the bulk of the question
naire and handed to them, (2) criteria selected as reasons for selecting
a minimum and maximum fluid amount in the order "Force fluids" seemed to
indicate individual judgment and concern for individual patient differ
ences, (3) while elevated temperature was the criterion selected by the
largest number of respondents for maximum fluid amount for all four pa
tients in this study, no single criterion could be isolated as the
primary guide used for identified minimum fluid amounts for the patients,
and (4) the selected criteria for specific minimum and maximum fluid
amounts did not always correspond with information in the literature on
therapeutic approaches to fluid imbalances.
III. SUMMARY
The purpose of this chapter was to present and interpret data.
Table I shows an over-all comparison of the limits, modes, means
and overlap areas on the minimum and maximum fluid distributions for the
patients in this study. Analysis of the data shown in Table I revealed
that:
I. The upper limits and modes on the minimum fluid distributions
remained consistently the same while the lower limits and the means showed
slight variations.
II. The upper limits and the modes on the maximum fluid distri
butions remained consistently the same while the lower limits and the




































































































































































































































































































































III. Fluid amounts between the upper limits on the range of the
minimum fluid distributions and the lower limits on the range of the
maximum fluid distributions fell into an area of confusion as to which
are minimum and which are maximum quantities.
IV. The standard deviations on the minimum and maximum fluid
distributions showed slight variations.
V. Overlaps of the standard deviations fell on the overlaps of
the ranges of the fluid distributions.
Analysis of the data concerning criterion selected as a guide for
identifying fluid amounts revealed that:
I. Criterion selected as reason for minimum fluid amounts varied
and showed no consistent pattern of one most used by the respondents for
all of the patients.
II. Elevation of temperature, or fever, was the criterion most
used as the guide for maximum fluid amounts.
III. No two respondents selected identical criteria and minimum
and maximum fluid amounts for any of the four patients in this study.
From these findings it seems evident that discrepancies existed
among the respondents in this study in their interpretation of minimum
and maximum fluid amounts in the "Force fluid" order and in the selection
of criteria to support their stated fluid quantities.
It also appears that interpretations of minimum and maximum fluid
amounts seemed relative to the individual making the interpretation, and
that the criteria selected as guides for stated quantities of fluid showed
consideration for individual patient differences.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
I. SUMMARY
The purpose of this exploratory study was to survey nurses on
the medical units of one hospital in order to (1) ascertain their
interpretation of a minimum and maximum amount of fluid in the order
"Force fluids", and (2) determine criteria most used by these nurses
to identify the fluid quantities.
The scope of this study was limited to (1) thirty-two nurses
currently employed on four medical units of a general, teaching hospital,
and (2) four hospitalized patient case examples of "Force fluid" therapy.
A review of literature revealed that present knowledge of body
fluid balance is still quite limited, however there is an increasing
interest in this subject and much clinical research is currently being
done in the field.
Although there are many guides throughout the literature which
can be used in diagnosing and treating disturbances of body fluid, there
is a keen recognition on the part of most authors that a single method
or formula cannot be universally accepted and applied because of the
unique differences that exist among all individuals.
While it is pointed out that the physician is responsible for
prescribing fluid therapy for body fluid disturbances, it is also pointed
out that the nurse has a primary responsibility in preventing fluid dis
turbances and can best do this by increasing her background of scientific
knowledge and gaining a better understanding of body fluid physiology and
the signs and symptoms that indicate fluid imbalances.
The descriptive survey method was the method chosen for this
study. A questionnaire, the tool of research, was centered around re
corded chart information for four patients whose fluid therapy was pre
scribed as "Force fluids". The patient chart information was used by
the respondents to identify minimum and maximum amounts of fluid in the
"Force fluids" order and assist in selecting criteria for identifying
the fluid quantities.
In the analysis of data, it was found that on the ranges of the
minimum and maximum fluid distributions for the four patients, the upper
limits and modes remained constant and the means and standard deviations
varied slightly. The lower limits also varied.
Amounts of fluid between the upper limits of the minimum and the
lower limits of the maximum fluid distributions overlapped. There was
no clear distinction as to which was the minimum and which was the maxi
mum fluid quantity.
Overlaps of standard deviations of the fluid distributions fell
on the overlap of the ranges of the distributions for all the patients.
Criterion selected by the respondents in this study for minimum
fluid amounts was so varied that it was impossible to isolate the ones
most used by all respondents. Elevation in temperature was the criterion
most selected for identifying maximum fluid amounts.
No two respondents in this study identified like criteria and
fluid amounts.
The small size of the nurse sampling in this study could be a
possible reason for these findings. Perhaps a lack of a fluid intake
guide or a way to determine minimum and maximiaa fluid quantities for
patients could account for the findings, or a weakness in the nurses'
educational background of fluid metabolism could be a contributing
factor in the findings.
II. CONCLUSIONS
From an analysis and interpretation of the data, it was concluded
that discrepancies existed among the nurses in this study in their inter
pretation of minimum and maximum fluid amounts in the "Force fluids"
order and in their selection of criteria for identifying the fluid
quantities for the four patients in this study.
While the size of the nurse sampling in this study was small, it
would seem that there is a need to increase nurses* knowledge of fluid
balance through education in the areas of body physiology and obser
vation skills.
III. RECOMMENDATIONS
As a result of this study the following recommendations were
I. The "Force fluids" order be qualified with respect to
quantity measure.
II. That the methodology of this study be changed and open-ended
questions be used to gather the same data as requested in this study.
III. That further studies on this subject consider and provide
for levels of education within the sample.
IV. That a hypothetical patient situation be used with a large
sample population to obtain further data about nurses' interpretation
/
of the order "Force fluids". Comparisons could be made of the findings
of such a study with the findings in this study to evaluate if the
patterns, or lack of patterns, as pointed out in this study, remained
constant or varied to a significant degree.
V. That a study be designed which would compare nurses' and
physicians' interpretation of the order "Force fluids".
VI. That a simple, oral fluid intake scale be designed which
could be used by nurses to guide in determining appropriate and thera
peutic minimum and maximum fluid quantities when a patient is placed
on "Force fluids" therapy.
VII. That the methodology and tool from this study be used with
nurses on hospital surgical units to compare the findings.
VIII. That the same or similar study be done during the summer
months, during the warm weather season, and a comparison made with the
findings in this study to evaluate the possibility of the respondents'
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No doubt you, as a student or graduate nurse, have encountered
the order "Force fluids" in patient care and recognize the ambiguous
meaning it has acquired.
I am interested in knowing how you and other nurses on the
medical units in this hospital interpret this order.
Your cooperation is requested in answering the questions at the
end of each patient case example of "Force fluid" therapy on the
following pages.






The following pages contain information which was present on the
charts of four patients when the order "Force fluids" was written by
the physician.
Assume you are the nurse responsible for developing a nursing
care plan for each of these patients in this hospital. For a 24 hour
period:
I. What is the minimum amount of fluid you interpret as ful
filling the "Force fluid" order for each patient?
II. What patient information guided you in arriving at that
minimum fluid amount for each patient?
III. What is the maximum amount of fluid you interpret as
fulfilling the "Force fluid" order for each patient?
IV. What patient information guided you in arriving at that
maximum fluid amount for each patient?
Disregard any circumstances which might alter the patients'
response to the planned fluid therapy, and review the patient infor
mation only in light of these four questions.
APPENDIX C
PATIENT A












No accidents or injuries.
Essential hypertension--diagnosed 2 years ago.





Pain and swelling Rt. leg.
Onset and Course:
Pain and swelling in Rt. leg 1 month. No medical care
sought.




Moderate distress with Rt. leg pain.
Diffuse macular areas of depigmentation.
Physician's Findings:
Extreme tenderness Rt. leg, thigh and groin with positive
Homan's sign. 2+ pitting edema on Rt.
Trace of edema without tenderness on left.
Rt. leg warmer than left.
Current Drugs:
Apresoline 10 mg bid.
Aldomet 500 mg tid.
Nurse's Note:
Admitted to room--per wheelchair.
No known allergies to food or drugs.
Complains of pain in Rt. leg.






Height: 5 ft. 2 in.
Physician's Orders:
Bed rest.
2 Gm. Na diet.
Force fluids.
CBC, Uric acid, BUN in a.m.
Urinalysis today.
MOM 30 cc prn. constipation.
Foot Cradle.
K-pad to Rt. leg and thigh.
ASA gr. X prn for temp, over 102 orally.
Penicillin 1.2 million u IM now and 600,000 u every 8 hours.
Emp. Comp. #3 every 4 hours for pain.
Based on the patient information presented here:
I. What is the minimum amount of fluid you interpret as
fulfilling the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
II. What patient information guided you in arriving at
that minimum fluid amount?
What is the maximum amount of fluid you interpret as
fulfilling the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
IV. What patient information guided you in arriving at
that maximum fluid amount?
PATIENT B








Usual childhood diseases, no complications.
Social History:
Smokes between 1-2 packs of cigarettes per day.
Occasional social drink.
Present Complaint:
Upper back pain and fever for last 5 days.
Onset and Course:
Paravertebral-interscapular pain and fever with symptoms
beginning about 1 month ago.
Pain aggravated by sitting up day and/or night.
Menses: Regular, IMP 1 week ago.
General Appearance:




Fever of 101° orally.
No rash, URI, or gland swelling.
Lungs clear.
Nurse's Note:
Admitted per wheelchair to room.
Allergic to sulfa.
No nausea at present.







Height: • 5 ft. 6 in.
Physician's Orders:
Bed rest with BRP.
Select diet.
Force fluids.
Seconal gr. 1 1/2 hs. repeat times 1 prn.
Dramamine 50 mg. IM q 4 hrs. prn nausea.
Darvon Comp. 65 q 3 hrs. prn.
K-pak to back prn pain.
CBC, Bed rate. Urine, SCOT.
Chest and thoracic spine x-ray.
Based on the patient information presented here:
I. What is the minimum amount of fluid you interpret as
fulfilling the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
II. What patient information guided you in arriving at
that minimum fluid amount?
III. What is the maximum amount of fluid you interpret as
fulfilling the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
IV. What patient information guided you in arriving at
that maximum fluid amount?
PATIENT C










Diabetes since age of 69.
Liver cirrhosis since age of 50.
Arthritis since age of 70.
No known childhood diseases.
Social History:
Smokes 3 cigars daily.
Drinks 3 drinks and 2 beers daily.
Present Complaint:
Fatigue, shortness of breath, moderate chest pain.
Onset and Course:
Weakness, dry cough, palpitations in the chest and
shortness of breath 1 week duration.








Intake: Approx. 1,300 cc. daily.
Output: Approx. 2,000 cc. daily.
Some limitation of body movement because of arthritis.
Moderate chest pain.
Nurse's Note:
Admitted per wheelchair to room.
Skin moist; patient denies perspiring.
Complains of fatigue, shortness of breath and moderate
chest pain.
Coughing at intervals, nothing expectorated.
















1,000 Cal. diabetic diet.
■  SGPT, SGOT, LDH, FBS, BUN, Uric acid, Creatinine.
Vital signs every hour until asleep, then qid. daily.
Chloral Hydrate 500 mg. orally.
MOM 1/2 oz. hs. for constipation.
Chest x-ray stat.
ASA gr. X qid for fever over 100° orally.
Fractional urines.
Na, K, 01.
Based on the patient information presented here:
I. What is the minimum amount of fluid you interpret
as fulfilling the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
II. What patient information guided you in arriving at
that minimum fluid amount?
What is the maximum amount of fluid you interpret
as fulfilling the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
IV. What patient information guided you in arriving at
that maximum fluid amount?
PATIENT D






Diagnosis: Arteriosclerotic Heart Disease with Compensated
Congestive Heart Failure.












Occasional dizziness on turning head and getting up
suddenly.
Onset and Course:
Usual good health until about 2 weeks ago.
Developed URI which improved over several days.
Two days prior to admission, was playing golf, began
to have rt. sided chest pain which he thought
was a muscle pull. Following day, spiked temp,
to 103°. Medical advice sought, and extensive
pulmonary infiltrates were seen in rt. and left
lung fields. Rales heard. Tentative diagnosis
of pneumonia made. Treated with intensive
antibiotic therapy. Kept at home for 24 hours.
Some improvement noted.
Today, spiked temperature and condition worsened.
Admitted for further treatment.
General Appearance:
Well developed, well nourished Caucasian male
appearing in acute distress with marked tachypnea.
Apprehensive, but well adjusted.
Physician's Findings:
Chest: Symmetrical equal expansions but limited
respiratory excursions and marked tachypnea.
Pain and sharp tenderness of rt. lateral side.
Lungs: Bilateral diffuse scattered sticky and moist
rales. Cannot make a good inspiratory effort
because of pain in rt. lateral chest. No rubs
heard.
Heart: Normal sinus rhythm. A2 greater than P2.
Sounds are distant. Enlargement of heart to left.
Extremities: Pulses are good. No edema.
Drugs:
Hydrodiuril, Heparin 3 times a week.
Nurse's Note:
Breathing rapidly, perspiring moderately.
Appetite fair, sat up in bed to eat.






Height: 5 ft. 11 in.
ASA gr. X times 2 in 24 hours.
Chest discomfort lessening.
Physician's Orders:
Digitalis gr. 1 1/2 Mon., Wed., Fri. Start Mon.
Valuim 5 mg. HS with sleeping pill.
Tuinal gr 3 HS.
Hydrodiuril 50 mg. daily, start today.
Mysteclin F 250 mg. 1 cap. every 4 hrs. around clock.
2 cc. Combiotic 7-5-11.
Emp. Codeine #3 prn.
Low Na Diet.
O2 in SOB.
If constipated, enema, Ducolax supp. or MOM.
Absolute bed rest--may use commode.
CBC, Sed Rate, Uric Acid, Pro-time and portable chest.
2 Gm. Phenegran Cod. expect, qid.
20,000 per cc Heparin. 1 cc today, 1 cc Mon., and 1 cc Wed.
Percodan tab. 1 every 4 hr. prn. pain.
LDH, SCOT.







Hb: 16.5 Gm %.




















Based on the patient information presented here:
I. What is the minimum amount of fluid you interpret as
fulfilling the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
II. What patient information guided you in arriving at
that minimum fluid amount?
III. What is the maximum amount of fluid you interpret as
fulfilling the "Force fluid" order for this patient?
IV. What patient information guided you in arriving at
that maximum fluid amount?
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ABSTRACT
This study was done to survey nurses on the medical units of one
hospital in order to (1) ascertain their interpretation of a minimum and
maximum amount of fluid in the order "Force fluids", and (2) determine
criteria most used by these nurses to identify the fluid quantities.
The descriptive survey was the method of study. A questionnaire,
which centered around recorded chart information for four patients whose
fluid therapy was prescribed as "Force fluids", was the research tool.
Findings revealed that the upper limits and modes on the minimum
and maximum fluid distributions remained constant and the means and
standard deviations varied slightly. The lower limits also varied.
Fluid amounts between the upper limits on the minimum and the
lower limits on the maximum fluid distributions overlapped. There was
no clear distinction as to which was the minimum and which was the maxi
mum fluid quantity.
Overlaps of the standard deviations of the fluid distributions
fell on the overlap of the ranges of the distributions for all four pa
tients .
Criterion selected for identifying minimum fluid amounts was so
varied that isolation of the ones most used was virtually impossible.
Criterion most selected for identifying maximum fluid amounts was
elevation of temperature, or fever.
No two respondents in this study selected like criteria and fluid
amounts.
No relationship could be found between criteria selected and
identified fluid amounts.
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These findings seem to indicate discrepancies among the nurses in
this study in their interpretation of minimum and maximum fluid amounts
in the order "Force fluids" and in the criteria selected to identify
these fluid quantities.
